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    		DES

      
DES or Des may refer to:



Computing


	 Data Encryption Standard, an encryption algorithm
	 DirectShow Editing Services, an Application Programming Interface
	 Discrete event simulation, a kind of scientific modelling

Medical


	 Diethylstilbestrol, a synthetic estrogen and the origin of the phrase "DES daughter"
	 DES gene, which encodes the desmin protein
	 Diffuse esophageal spasm, a disorder of the esophagus
	 Dissociative Experiences Scale, a questionnaire to screen for dissociative identity disorder
	 Drug-eluting stent, a medical device
	 Dry eye syndrome, also known as keratoconjunctivitis sicca

	 Dysequilibrium syndrome, a congenital disorder of the nervous system

Other uses


	 Dark Energy Survey, an astronomy project
	 Deep Ecliptic Survey, an astronomy project
	 Deep eutectic solvent, an ionic solvent
	 Delivered Ex Ship, an international sales term
	 Detached eddy simulation, a model in fluid dynamics
	 Desroches Airport, by IATA code
	 Arizona Department of Economic Security, a US government organization providing a variety of social support services to Arizona residents
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    		Dessie

      
Dessie (Amharic: ደሴ?) (also spelled Dese or Dessye), is a city and a woreda in north-central Ethiopia. Located in the Debub Wollo Zone of the Amhara Region, it sits at a latitude and longitude of 11°8′N 39°38′E / 11.133°N 39.633°E / 11.133; 39.633, with an elevation between 2,470 and 2,550 metres above sea level.



Dessie is located along Ethiopian Highway 1. It has postal service (a post office was established in the 1920s), and telephone service from at least as early as 1954. The city has had electrical power since at least 1963 when a new diesel-powered electric power station with a power line to Kombolcha was completed, at a cost of Eth$ 110,000. Intercity bus service is provided by the Selam Bus Line Share Company. Dessie shares Combolcha Airport (ICAO code HADC, IATA DSE) with neighbouring Kombolcha.



Dessie is home to a museum, in the former home of Dejazmach Yoseph Birru. It also has a zawiya of the Qadiriyya order of Islam, which was the first Sufi order to be introduced into north-east Africa.
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    		Colneleate synthase

      
Colneleate synthase (EC 4.2.1.121, 9-divinyl ether synthase, 9-DES, CYP74D, CYP74D1, CYP74 cytochrome P-450, DES1) is an enzyme with system name (8E)-9-((1E,3E)-nona-1,3-dien-1-yloxy)non-8-enoate synthase. This enzyme catalyses the following chemical reaction



This enzyme is a heme-thiolate protein (P450).



 References 




 External links 


	 Colneleate synthase at the US National Library of Medicine Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
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                                How To Bag Up in Winter on the Pole  – Des Shipp

                                    As winter sets in, join us on a journey to Moorlands Farm Fishery alongside Des Shipp. He'll share his insights on achieving winning match weights using the pole during the coldest season. If you find long pole fishing challenging, we'll also discuss rigs, setups, tactics, and tips for getting a flawless presentation every time.

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy... 

                                    published: 07 Nov 2023
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                                Coaching The Un-coachable 2 | Episode 3 | Des Shipp

                                    Coaching the Uncoachable is back! This time for round 2 where Zsolt tempts fate far beyond his comfort zone to take on the challenge of high-speed F1 fishing. Will the uncoachable remain unchanged or will Zsolt's determination lead to victory? Find out in the 2nd series of Coaching the Uncoachable.

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along ... 
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                                Coaching The Un-coachable!  | Episode 1 | Des Shipp

                                    Ever wondered what a coaching day consists of? Well, we've challenged Des Shipp to give our camera man Zsolt a full coaching day, which will then lead onto him fishing a live match! 

Can Des coach Zsolt well enough for him to compete? 


The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Pr... 
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                                LIVE MATCH! Coaching The Un-coachable 2 | Episode 4 | Des Shipp

                                    The Live Match is Here! After an intense practice session, learning the ropes, and figuring out the venue, Zsolt puts it all to the test, once again during a live match with the one and only Des Shipp bearing over his shoulder watching and coaching his every move. Will Zsolt get his hands on a treasured brown envelope or will he remain simply un-coachable? 

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shi... 
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                                Match Fishing Masterclass | Des Shipp | Win From Any Peg

                                    In Episode 2 of Match Fishing Masterclass we join Des Shipp at Moorlands Farm Fishery for a Masterclass in getting the most from every peg you draw! 

These tactics have led to many match and festival wins in Des' career and in this one hour special he goes into detail on all aspects of his approach that will undoubtedly put more fish in your net! 

Match Fishing Magazine is regarded as THE magazine for the competitive angler. Including in-depth features and stories from commercial waters and natural venues, all aspects of match fishing are covered. With all the biggest names, hottest tactics, tackle and competitions each month, no matter what your preference or level of ability, there is something for everyone to enjoy, every month in Match Fishing Magazine.

Buy your copy in shops, subsc... 
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                                Coaching The Un-Coachable LIVE MATCH!  | Episode 2 | Des Shipp

                                    After the coaching day the previous week, it was time to put all Zsolt had learnt to the test! Throwing him in at the the deep end, with a live match at Manor Farm. Could he beat the locals and walk away with an envelope ?

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovatio... 
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                                *HOW TO* Tie A Pole Rig with Des Shipp

                                    Are you confused about tying pole rigs? Are you prepared enough in your fishing? Well, Preston ace Des Shipp has the answers to all your rig prep questions! We’ve tasked Preston star Des Shipp to show you everything you need to know about tying pole rigs. 

Des believes preparation is one of the most important factors in fishing, he spends countless hours in his garage preparing for matches, tying pole rigs and hooklengths. Des commented on the importance of rig preparation; “Fail to prepare, prepare to fail! 50% of my fishing is done at home, preparing for the match ahead. I’ve done you all a simple ‘How To’ tie a pole rig guide that will give you a better understating of a vital aspect in fishing. I hope you enjoy the video and please comment any questions below and we will get back to y... 
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                                So You Have Bought A DES SHIPP POLE RIG.. Now What? | Andy May Pole Fishing Guide

                                    Andy May shows you how to set up one of the new Des Shipp pole rigs from getting it out of the shop to catching fish with it!

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the m... 
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                                MASTER THE MUDLINE! - Des Shipp Mudline Fishing

                                    With the warmer weather finally here now's the perfect time to target fish on the mud line! Des Shipp has perfected this method over many years and by following his simple approach you are guaranteed to put more fish in the net! 


The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston I... 
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                                Autumn Tactics! | Des Shipp's guide to the changing fishing season!

                                    Des Shipp visits the fantastic IVY HOUSE fishery to show you how YOU can keep catching as the Autumn takes over and the seasons change!


The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the nee... 
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         As winter sets in, join us on a journey to Moorlands Farm Fishery alongside Des Shipp. He'll share his insights on achieving winning match weights using the pol...

         As winter sets in, join us on a journey to Moorlands Farm Fishery alongside Des Shipp. He'll share his insights on achieving winning match weights using the pole during the coldest season. If you find long pole fishing challenging, we'll also discuss rigs, setups, tactics, and tips for getting a flawless presentation every time.

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 
#feederfishing #angling #polefishing #floatfishing #coarsefishing #methodfeeder 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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                    As winter sets in, join us on a journey to Moorlands Farm Fishery alongside Des Shipp. He'll share his insights on achieving winning match weights using the pole during the coldest season. If you find long pole fishing challenging, we'll also discuss rigs, setups, tactics, and tips for getting a flawless presentation every time.

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 
#feederfishing #angling #polefishing #floatfishing #coarsefishing #methodfeeder 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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         Coaching the Uncoachable is back! This time for round 2 where Zsolt tempts fate far beyond his comfort zone to take on the challenge of high-speed F1 fishing. W...

         Coaching the Uncoachable is back! This time for round 2 where Zsolt tempts fate far beyond his comfort zone to take on the challenge of high-speed F1 fishing. Will the uncoachable remain unchanged or will Zsolt's determination lead to victory? Find out in the 2nd series of Coaching the Uncoachable.

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 
#feederfishing #angling #polefishing #floatfishing #coarsefishing #methodfeeder 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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                    Coaching the Uncoachable is back! This time for round 2 where Zsolt tempts fate far beyond his comfort zone to take on the challenge of high-speed F1 fishing. Will the uncoachable remain unchanged or will Zsolt's determination lead to victory? Find out in the 2nd series of Coaching the Uncoachable.

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 
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         Ever wondered what a coaching day consists of? Well, we've challenged Des Shipp to give our camera man Zsolt a full coaching day, which will then lead onto him fishing a live match! 

Can Des coach Zsolt well enough for him to compete? 


The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 
#feederfishing #angling #polefishing #floatfishing #coarsefishing #methodfeeder 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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                    Ever wondered what a coaching day consists of? Well, we've challenged Des Shipp to give our camera man Zsolt a full coaching day, which will then lead onto him fishing a live match! 

Can Des coach Zsolt well enough for him to compete? 


The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!
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         The Live Match is Here! After an intense practice session, learning the ropes, and figuring out the venue, Zsolt puts it all to the test, once again during a li...

         The Live Match is Here! After an intense practice session, learning the ropes, and figuring out the venue, Zsolt puts it all to the test, once again during a live match with the one and only Des Shipp bearing over his shoulder watching and coaching his every move. Will Zsolt get his hands on a treasured brown envelope or will he remain simply un-coachable? 

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 
#feederfishing #angling #polefishing #floatfishing #coarsefishing #methodfeeder 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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                    The Live Match is Here! After an intense practice session, learning the ropes, and figuring out the venue, Zsolt puts it all to the test, once again during a live match with the one and only Des Shipp bearing over his shoulder watching and coaching his every move. Will Zsolt get his hands on a treasured brown envelope or will he remain simply un-coachable? 

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 
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         In Episode 2 of Match Fishing Masterclass we join Des Shipp at Moorlands Farm Fishery for a Masterclass in getting the most from every peg you draw! 

These tac...

         In Episode 2 of Match Fishing Masterclass we join Des Shipp at Moorlands Farm Fishery for a Masterclass in getting the most from every peg you draw! 

These tactics have led to many match and festival wins in Des' career and in this one hour special he goes into detail on all aspects of his approach that will undoubtedly put more fish in your net! 

Match Fishing Magazine is regarded as THE magazine for the competitive angler. Including in-depth features and stories from commercial waters and natural venues, all aspects of match fishing are covered. With all the biggest names, hottest tactics, tackle and competitions each month, no matter what your preference or level of ability, there is something for everyone to enjoy, every month in Match Fishing Magazine.

Buy your copy in shops, subscribe or online at https://checkout.dhpublishing.co.uk/dmf0822
  
Visit our website at https://www.matchfishingmagazine.com

Follow Match Fishing Magazine here: 
LIKE on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/matchfishingmagazine/
FOLLOW on Twitter: https://twitter.com/matchfishingmag
FOLLOW on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/match_fishing_magazine/

Check out our full video catalogue: https://www.youtube.com/user/matchfishingmagazine/videos
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                    In Episode 2 of Match Fishing Masterclass we join Des Shipp at Moorlands Farm Fishery for a Masterclass in getting the most from every peg you draw! 

These tactics have led to many match and festival wins in Des' career and in this one hour special he goes into detail on all aspects of his approach that will undoubtedly put more fish in your net! 

Match Fishing Magazine is regarded as THE magazine for the competitive angler. Including in-depth features and stories from commercial waters and natural venues, all aspects of match fishing are covered. With all the biggest names, hottest tactics, tackle and competitions each month, no matter what your preference or level of ability, there is something for everyone to enjoy, every month in Match Fishing Magazine.

Buy your copy in shops, subscribe or online at https://checkout.dhpublishing.co.uk/dmf0822
  
Visit our website at https://www.matchfishingmagazine.com

Follow Match Fishing Magazine here: 
LIKE on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/matchfishingmagazine/
FOLLOW on Twitter: https://twitter.com/matchfishingmag
FOLLOW on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/match_fishing_magazine/

Check out our full video catalogue: https://www.youtube.com/user/matchfishingmagazine/videos
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         After the coaching day the previous week, it was time to put all Zsolt had learnt to the test! Throwing him in at the the deep end, with a live match at Manor F...

         After the coaching day the previous week, it was time to put all Zsolt had learnt to the test! Throwing him in at the the deep end, with a live match at Manor Farm. Could he beat the locals and walk away with an envelope ?

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 
#feederfishing #angling #polefishing #floatfishing #coarsefishing #methodfeeder 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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                    After the coaching day the previous week, it was time to put all Zsolt had learnt to the test! Throwing him in at the the deep end, with a live match at Manor Farm. Could he beat the locals and walk away with an envelope ?

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 
#feederfishing #angling #polefishing #floatfishing #coarsefishing #methodfeeder 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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         Are you confused about tying pole rigs? Are you prepared enough in your fishing? Well, Preston ace Des Shipp has the answers to all your rig prep questions! We’...

         Are you confused about tying pole rigs? Are you prepared enough in your fishing? Well, Preston ace Des Shipp has the answers to all your rig prep questions! We’ve tasked Preston star Des Shipp to show you everything you need to know about tying pole rigs. 

Des believes preparation is one of the most important factors in fishing, he spends countless hours in his garage preparing for matches, tying pole rigs and hooklengths. Des commented on the importance of rig preparation; “Fail to prepare, prepare to fail! 50% of my fishing is done at home, preparing for the match ahead. I’ve done you all a simple ‘How To’ tie a pole rig guide that will give you a better understating of a vital aspect in fishing. I hope you enjoy the video and please comment any questions below and we will get back to you. Tight Lines, guys, and remember preparation WILL catch you more fish”.  

In this ‘HOW TO Tie A Pole Rig’ video, Des gives you a rig tying masterclass. Starting off with his thoughts on pole rigs and why preparation is so important in fishing. He then runs you through all of the components you’ll need to tie a pole rig. He also covers ‘how to’ shot, tie and store pole rigs, which will keep your rigs in top condition and ensure that your rigs are up to scratch.  

By the end of this video you’ll be able to tie a pole rig like Des, his latest instalment will be invaluable to your angling and certainly put more fish in your net. 

For more great tips and content visit http://www.prestoninnovations.com

Don't forget to like and subscribe to our channel for more great match fishing video content...

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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                    Are you confused about tying pole rigs? Are you prepared enough in your fishing? Well, Preston ace Des Shipp has the answers to all your rig prep questions! We’ve tasked Preston star Des Shipp to show you everything you need to know about tying pole rigs. 

Des believes preparation is one of the most important factors in fishing, he spends countless hours in his garage preparing for matches, tying pole rigs and hooklengths. Des commented on the importance of rig preparation; “Fail to prepare, prepare to fail! 50% of my fishing is done at home, preparing for the match ahead. I’ve done you all a simple ‘How To’ tie a pole rig guide that will give you a better understating of a vital aspect in fishing. I hope you enjoy the video and please comment any questions below and we will get back to you. Tight Lines, guys, and remember preparation WILL catch you more fish”.  

In this ‘HOW TO Tie A Pole Rig’ video, Des gives you a rig tying masterclass. Starting off with his thoughts on pole rigs and why preparation is so important in fishing. He then runs you through all of the components you’ll need to tie a pole rig. He also covers ‘how to’ shot, tie and store pole rigs, which will keep your rigs in top condition and ensure that your rigs are up to scratch.  

By the end of this video you’ll be able to tie a pole rig like Des, his latest instalment will be invaluable to your angling and certainly put more fish in your net. 

For more great tips and content visit http://www.prestoninnovations.com

Don't forget to like and subscribe to our channel for more great match fishing video content...

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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         Andy May shows you how to set up one of the new Des Shipp pole rigs from getting it out of the shop to catching fish with it!

The Preston Innovations YouTube c...

         Andy May shows you how to set up one of the new Des Shipp pole rigs from getting it out of the shop to catching fish with it!

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion  about this video!
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                    Andy May shows you how to set up one of the new Des Shipp pole rigs from getting it out of the shop to catching fish with it!

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion  about this video!
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         With the warmer weather finally here now's the perfect time to target fish on the mud line! Des Shipp has perfected this method over many years and by following...

         With the warmer weather finally here now's the perfect time to target fish on the mud line! Des Shipp has perfected this method over many years and by following his simple approach you are guaranteed to put more fish in the net! 


The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 
#feederfishing #angling #polefishing #floatfishing #coarsefishing #methodfeeder 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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                    With the warmer weather finally here now's the perfect time to target fish on the mud line! Des Shipp has perfected this method over many years and by following his simple approach you are guaranteed to put more fish in the net! 


The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 
#feederfishing #angling #polefishing #floatfishing #coarsefishing #methodfeeder 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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         Des Shipp visits the fantastic IVY HOUSE fishery to show you how YOU can keep catching as the Autumn takes over and the seasons change!


The Preston Innovation...

         Des Shipp visits the fantastic IVY HOUSE fishery to show you how YOU can keep catching as the Autumn takes over and the seasons change!


The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion  about this video!
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                    Des Shipp visits the fantastic IVY HOUSE fishery to show you how YOU can keep catching as the Autumn takes over and the seasons change!


The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion  about this video!
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                How To Bag Up in Winter on the Pole  – Des Shipp

                As winter sets in, join us on a journey to Moorlands Farm Fishery alongside Des Shipp. He'...
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                    As winter sets in, join us on a journey to Moorlands Farm Fishery alongside Des Shipp. He'll share his insights on achieving winning match weights using the pole during the coldest season. If you find long pole fishing challenging, we'll also discuss rigs, setups, tactics, and tips for getting a flawless presentation every time.

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 
#feederfishing #angling #polefishing #floatfishing #coarsefishing #methodfeeder 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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                Coaching The Un-coachable 2 | Episode 3 | Des Shipp

                Coaching the Uncoachable is back! This time for round 2 where Zsolt tempts fate far beyond...
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                    Coaching The Un-coachable 2 | Episode 3 | Des Shipp
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                    Coaching the Uncoachable is back! This time for round 2 where Zsolt tempts fate far beyond his comfort zone to take on the challenge of high-speed F1 fishing. Will the uncoachable remain unchanged or will Zsolt's determination lead to victory? Find out in the 2nd series of Coaching the Uncoachable.

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 
#feederfishing #angling #polefishing #floatfishing #coarsefishing #methodfeeder 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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                Coaching The Un-coachable!  | Episode 1 | Des Shipp

                Ever wondered what a coaching day consists of? Well, we've challenged Des Shipp to give ou...
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                    Coaching The Un-coachable!  | Episode 1 | Des Shipp
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                    Ever wondered what a coaching day consists of? Well, we've challenged Des Shipp to give our camera man Zsolt a full coaching day, which will then lead onto him fishing a live match! 

Can Des coach Zsolt well enough for him to compete? 


The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 
#feederfishing #angling #polefishing #floatfishing #coarsefishing #methodfeeder 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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                LIVE MATCH! Coaching The Un-coachable 2 | Episode 4 | Des Shipp

                The Live Match is Here! After an intense practice session, learning the ropes, and figurin...
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                    The Live Match is Here! After an intense practice session, learning the ropes, and figuring out the venue, Zsolt puts it all to the test, once again during a live match with the one and only Des Shipp bearing over his shoulder watching and coaching his every move. Will Zsolt get his hands on a treasured brown envelope or will he remain simply un-coachable? 

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 
#feederfishing #angling #polefishing #floatfishing #coarsefishing #methodfeeder 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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                Match Fishing Masterclass | Des Shipp | Win From Any Peg

                In Episode 2 of Match Fishing Masterclass we join Des Shipp at Moorlands Farm Fishery for ...
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                    In Episode 2 of Match Fishing Masterclass we join Des Shipp at Moorlands Farm Fishery for a Masterclass in getting the most from every peg you draw! 

These tactics have led to many match and festival wins in Des' career and in this one hour special he goes into detail on all aspects of his approach that will undoubtedly put more fish in your net! 

Match Fishing Magazine is regarded as THE magazine for the competitive angler. Including in-depth features and stories from commercial waters and natural venues, all aspects of match fishing are covered. With all the biggest names, hottest tactics, tackle and competitions each month, no matter what your preference or level of ability, there is something for everyone to enjoy, every month in Match Fishing Magazine.

Buy your copy in shops, subscribe or online at https://checkout.dhpublishing.co.uk/dmf0822
  
Visit our website at https://www.matchfishingmagazine.com

Follow Match Fishing Magazine here: 
LIKE on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/matchfishingmagazine/
FOLLOW on Twitter: https://twitter.com/matchfishingmag
FOLLOW on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/match_fishing_magazine/

Check out our full video catalogue: https://www.youtube.com/user/matchfishingmagazine/videos
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                Coaching The Un-Coachable LIVE MATCH!  | Episode 2 | Des Shipp

                After the coaching day the previous week, it was time to put all Zsolt had learnt to the t...
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                    After the coaching day the previous week, it was time to put all Zsolt had learnt to the test! Throwing him in at the the deep end, with a live match at Manor Farm. Could he beat the locals and walk away with an envelope ?

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 
#feederfishing #angling #polefishing #floatfishing #coarsefishing #methodfeeder 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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                *HOW TO* Tie A Pole Rig with Des Shipp

                Are you confused about tying pole rigs? Are you prepared enough in your fishing? Well, Pre...
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                    Are you confused about tying pole rigs? Are you prepared enough in your fishing? Well, Preston ace Des Shipp has the answers to all your rig prep questions! We’ve tasked Preston star Des Shipp to show you everything you need to know about tying pole rigs. 

Des believes preparation is one of the most important factors in fishing, he spends countless hours in his garage preparing for matches, tying pole rigs and hooklengths. Des commented on the importance of rig preparation; “Fail to prepare, prepare to fail! 50% of my fishing is done at home, preparing for the match ahead. I’ve done you all a simple ‘How To’ tie a pole rig guide that will give you a better understating of a vital aspect in fishing. I hope you enjoy the video and please comment any questions below and we will get back to you. Tight Lines, guys, and remember preparation WILL catch you more fish”.  

In this ‘HOW TO Tie A Pole Rig’ video, Des gives you a rig tying masterclass. Starting off with his thoughts on pole rigs and why preparation is so important in fishing. He then runs you through all of the components you’ll need to tie a pole rig. He also covers ‘how to’ shot, tie and store pole rigs, which will keep your rigs in top condition and ensure that your rigs are up to scratch.  

By the end of this video you’ll be able to tie a pole rig like Des, his latest instalment will be invaluable to your angling and certainly put more fish in your net. 

For more great tips and content visit http://www.prestoninnovations.com

Don't forget to like and subscribe to our channel for more great match fishing video content...

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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                So You Have Bought A DES SHIPP POLE RIG.. Now What? | Andy May Pole Fishing Guide

                Andy May shows you how to set up one of the new Des Shipp pole rigs from getting it out of...
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                    Andy May shows you how to set up one of the new Des Shipp pole rigs from getting it out of the shop to catching fish with it!

The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion  about this video!
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                MASTER THE MUDLINE! - Des Shipp Mudline Fishing

                With the warmer weather finally here now's the perfect time to target fish on the mud line...
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                    With the warmer weather finally here now's the perfect time to target fish on the mud line! Des Shipp has perfected this method over many years and by following his simple approach you are guaranteed to put more fish in the net! 


The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish-catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay, and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 
#feederfishing #angling #polefishing #floatfishing #coarsefishing #methodfeeder 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion about this video!
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                Autumn Tactics! | Des Shipp's guide to the changing fishing season!

                Des Shipp visits the fantastic IVY HOUSE fishery to show you how YOU can keep catching as ...
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                    Des Shipp visits the fantastic IVY HOUSE fishery to show you how YOU can keep catching as the Autumn takes over and the seasons change!


The Preston Innovations YouTube channel is the hub for all match anglers and pleasure anglers to learn about the latest and greatest fish catching techniques. 
Our channel will keep you up to date with the latest Preston Innovations tackle releases and also provide you with some stunning fishing films to inspire you to go fishing and catch more fish! 

We feature some of the very best and most successful match fishermen such as Des Shipp, Lee Kerry, Andy May, Andy Findlay and Andy Power along with the rest of the incredible Preston Innovations team! 

Preston Innovations are the leaders in producing fishing tackle that is purpose designed to meet the needs of the modern match angler. Our team of consultants and the design team constantly strive to stay ahead of modern trends and tactics and produce the kit that you NEED to keep you one step ahead of the competition. 

We hope you enjoy the Preston Innovations YouTube channel and if you do, please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE and LEAVE US A COMMENT!

#fishing #matchfishing #prestoninnovations 

www.prestoninnovations.com

Leave a comment below if you have a question or a suggestion  about this video!
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    		DES

      
DES or Des may refer to:



Computing


	 Data Encryption Standard, an encryption algorithm
	 DirectShow Editing Services, an Application Programming Interface
	 Discrete event simulation, a kind of scientific modelling

Medical


	 Diethylstilbestrol, a synthetic estrogen and the origin of the phrase "DES daughter"
	 DES gene, which encodes the desmin protein
	 Diffuse esophageal spasm, a disorder of the esophagus
	 Dissociative Experiences Scale, a questionnaire to screen for dissociative identity disorder
	 Drug-eluting stent, a medical device
	 Dry eye syndrome, also known as keratoconjunctivitis sicca

	 Dysequilibrium syndrome, a congenital disorder of the nervous system

Other uses


	 Dark Energy Survey, an astronomy project
	 Deep Ecliptic Survey, an astronomy project
	 Deep eutectic solvent, an ionic solvent
	 Delivered Ex Ship, an international sales term
	 Detached eddy simulation, a model in fluid dynamics
	 Desroches Airport, by IATA code
	 Arizona Department of Economic Security, a US government organization providing a variety of social support services to Arizona residents
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        	This page contains text from Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia -	https://wn.com/DES
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							Latest News for: Des shipping

							
							
                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Asia spot LNG holds at 6-week top amid sustained demand

			
  			

	



			
      
			Natural Gas World
			
      05 Apr 2024
			
  		
            In Europe, S&P Global Commodity Insights assessed its daily North West Europe LNG Marker (NWM) price benchmark for cargoes delivered in May on an ex-ship (DES) basis at $8.14/mmBtu on April 4, a ...
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Former Pittsburgh company provided steel for Baltimore's Key Bridge, other landmark structures

			
  			

	



			
      
			Pittsburgh Tribune Review
			
      30 Mar 2024
			
  		
            It took seconds for Baltimore’s Francis Scott Key Bridge to collapse into Baltimore’s Patapsco River early Tuesday after it was struck by a cargo ship ... The former Pittsburgh-Des Moines ...
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Asia spot LNG maintains six-week high amid emerging demand

			
  			

	



			
      
			Natural Gas World
			
      29 Mar 2024
			
  		
            S&P Global Commodity Insights assessed its daily North West Europe LNG Marker (NWM) price benchmark for cargoes delivered in May on an ex-ship (DES) basis at $8.552/mmBtu on March 27, a ...
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 			Asia spot LNG gains on supply concerns, steady demand

			
  			

	



			
      
			Natural Gas World
			
      22 Mar 2024
			
  		
            In Europe, S&P Global Commodity Insights assessed its daily North West Europe LNG Marker (NWM) price benchmark for cargoes delivered in May on an ex-ship (DES) basis at $8.15/mmBtu on March 21, a ...
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 			RLNG prices raised after two monthly reductions

			
  			

	



			
      
			Dawn
			
      21 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Ironically, the RLNG distribution prices for SSGCL $13.056 per mmBtu and $12.81 per mmBtu for SNGPL are almost $3.36 and $3.13pc per mmBtu higher than Pakistan State Oil’s $9.46 per mmBtu average delivered price ex-ship (DES), respectively.
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 			'We are concerned': Leaders express worry over central Illinois proposed mail changes

			
  			

	



			
      
			Journal Star - Peoria
			
      20 Mar 2024
			
  		
            ... Park, a suburb of Chicago; Des Moines; and St ... The letter says that the plans would have a negative impact on people who rely on the Postal Service for fast shipping of items such as medications.
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 			Asian spot LNG prices inch up on emerging Chinese demand

			
  			

	



			
      
			Natural Gas World
			
      18 Mar 2024
			
  		
            S&P Global Commodity Insights assessed its daily North West Europe LNG Marker (NWM) price benchmark for cargoes delivered in April on an ex-ship (DES) basis at $7.881/mmBtu on March 14, a ...
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 			Ashton brothers facilitate return of heirlooms, seek to build museum on Aitutaki

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cook Islands News
			
      12 Mar 2024
			
  		
            George arrived to Aitutaki from Aotearoa New Zealand on the ship Moana Roa with his wife Jean and three sons, Des, Garry and Peter, and a year later their son Andrew was born. George was gifted the adze when he completed his service on the island ... ....
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 			A British purveyor of Harry Potter gifts and English candies and chips closes this weekend

			
  			

	



			
      
			Des Moines Register
			
      08 Mar 2024
			
  		
            It’s with a heavy heart to announce that Chippy’s Des Moines will permanently close after this weekend," Chippy's announced on Facebook ... Susan Stapleton is the entertainment editor and dining reporter at The Des Moines Register.
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 			A top EU official says a ship is preparing to leave for Gaza as test of new humanitarian corridor

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Vindicator
			
      08 Mar 2024
			
  		
            (Etat Major des Armees via AP) ... The ship has been waiting at Cyprus’s port of Larnaca for permission to deliver food aid from World Central Kitchen, a U.S ... The ship will depart for Gaza on Saturday, Christodoulides told The Associated Press.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Yeh Rishta Kya Kehlata Hai star Harshad Chopda liked a post shading Pranali Rathod? Fact Check

			
  			

	



			
      
			Bollywood Life
			
      07 Mar 2024
			
  		
            In his career, Harshad Chopda has been shipped with many of his co-stars. From Aditi Gupta in Kis Des Main Hai Mera Dil to Jennifer Winget in Bepannaah and now Pranali Rathod, he has seen some intense shipping.
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 			Cruise ship cleared to dock after fears of cholera outbreak on board

			
  			

	



			
      
			Metro UK
			
      26 Feb 2024
			
  		
            The Norwegian Dawn cruise ship was blocked from docking (Picture ... A cruise ship has been given permission to dock in Mauritius after tests showed passengers did not have cholera ... a contaminated ship’.
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 			Asia spot prices hit near three-year lows as weak demand weighs

			
  			

	



			
      
			Natural Gas World
			
      23 Feb 2024
			
  		
            Advertisement. ... ngc.co.tt ... In Europe, S&P Global Commodity Insights assessed its daily North West Europe LNG Marker (NWM) price benchmark for cargoes delivered in April on an ex-ship (DES) basis at $6.655/mmBtu on Feb ... ....
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 			India’s GAIL seeks four LNG cargoes for March-October delivery – sources

			
  			

	



			
      
			Hellenic Shipping News Worldwide
			
      20 Feb 2024
			
  		
            The cargoes are sought on a delivered ex-ship (DES) basis to the ...
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Ten river cruises for adventurous travellers

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Times/The Sunday Times
			
      19 Feb 2024
			
  		
            The ship has a fleet of bikes as well as yoga mats and maps of jogging routes, too ... Disembark and travel by coach through the rolling vineyards of the Route des Grands Crus to Basel, where you’ll board an identical Viking ship for a week on the Rhine.
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														[image: A demonstrator holds up a Senegalese flag during protests against the arrest of opposition leader and former presidential candidate Ousmane Sonko in Dakar, Senegal, Friday, March 5, 2021. Days of violent protests in Senegal have killed at least one person, local reports say, as young people take to the streets nationwide in support of the main opposition leader who was detained Wednesday. (AP Photo/Leo Correa)]
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